
Freshmama質問事項【英語】 

 

Q：Is there a sheet type? 

⇒Yes. We are located. 

 

Q：Is it possible to change the sheet size? 

⇒Is possible. We will quote separately. 

 

Q：How much can you deliver after ordering? 

⇒Please think about three months. 

 

Q：Is OEM product possible? 

⇒Yes. Is possible. Please contact us. 

 

Q：Is logo printing possible? 

⇒Yes. Is possible. We will provide an estimate separately. 

 

Q：Can I use this sheet repeatedly? 

⇒Yes. You can use it. In theory, although efficacy lasts semipermanently 

Consider sanitary aspects etc. Please think that it is one year. 

 

Q：How big is the size of a box with one sheet? 

⇒W350 × H220 × D430mm degree. Box. 1 sheets please think. 

 

Q：There is a hole in the box, is there any effect? 

⇒Even if a box has a hole, it's no problem, ethylene gas can be degraded efficiently. 

In order to ethylene decomposition and keep freshness, we recommend to wrap or cover 

target vegetables and fruits with this bag.  

 

Q：Please tell me the freshness preservation period of normal temperature / refrigerated 

transportation. 

⇒There are individual differences between fruits and vegetables so it is difficult to decide 

the period 

It lasted from 4 days to 7 days at normal temperature compared to ordinary sheets, and 30 

days to 45 days on refrigeration lasted 

It is a standard that does not change appearance or taste. 



 

Q：Is there any effect on mushrooms? 

⇒Yes. Very effective experimental results are available. 

 

Q：Can it be used for meat and fish in addition to fruits and vegetables? 

⇒Although it is a frequently asked question, The keeping quality of the packaged food with 

the sheet can be improved by carrying out sterilizing treatment with ozone or the like prior to 

the packaging. 

 

Q：Is it okay to call me by phone? 

⇒I'd like to hurry in the mail. 

After checking the contents, we will contact you shortly. 

 


